
Focus on

Connection, Not

Comparison

Explanation

This is the ACT process of the

observer self vs. the conceptualized

self. This means the difference

between perspective-taking and

being trapped in an egoic sense of

self. 



This comes from the core yearning for

a sense of belonging. When we feel

like our sense of belonging is

threatened, we may try to

compensate by fostering a sense of

specialness. Rather than having a

genuine connection, we focus on how

we compare to others. 

Perhaps this is an attempt to gain a

sense of security by carving out our

place on top of a hierarchy. Social

media has been a popular median for

this type of social comparison. 



This attempt to fill one’s need for

connection through ego inflation

leaves us feeling even more alone.

Rather than stuffing the ego full of

status symbols and identities,

developing the observer self allows

for true connection. 



Exercise

It builds on mindfulness practice to

develop a sense of oneself as

awareness rather than identification

with the contents of awareness.

Notice how you’re sitting (5 secs)

Notice what you can see (5 secs)

Notice what you can smell and taste

(5 secs)

Notice what you can hear (5 secs)

Notice what you’re thinking (5 secs)

Notice what you’re feeling (5 secs)

Notice what you’re doing (5 secs)

There’s a part of you in there that

notices everything you see, hear,

touch, taste, smell, think, feel, or do…

is it good, bad, or ‘just there’?



Why it works?

Developing a sense of oneself as

awareness instead of being rigidly

ego identified allows for greater

flexibility in one’s interpersonal

relations. Rather than trying to fill the

need for belonging through a false

sense of specialness, this process lets

go of these attachments, allowing

space for genuine connection. 

Letting go of the conceptualized self

allows for greater behavioral flexibility

since the constant need to defend

one’s ego falls away. Rather than

being on high alert for any threat to

one’s sense of self, one can focus on

the present, more aware and

engaged, better fueling a sense of

connection and community.


